Seven Days Of Kwanzaa
Celebrate the culture, heritage, family, and tradition of Kwanzaa through this beautiful variation of a popular holiday song. On the fifth day of Kwanzaa, my people gave to me:

Five festive friends!
Four spending dollars,
Red, green, and black,
Two drums-a-drumming,
And a promise for unity.

Sing in celebration of Kwanzaa with this cheerful holiday rhyme. This creative spin on a familiar Christmas song features rhyming text, and lively artwork from illustrator Jeremy Tugeau.
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Customer Reviews

The semi abstract illustrations produce familiar images for families that celebrate Kwanzaa. The books essentially tells a story of a Kwanzaa celebration using the song a partridge and a pear tree as its basis. The recurring theme of unity resonates after each principle has been introduced in the book. The book limits its scopes of Kwanzaa to the principles. Yet, the images in the book portrays a powerful exhibition of a Kwanzaa Celebrations.
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